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A  new movement in travel.



How does it work?

Harvest Inn is a digital platform where members can request to stay 
overnight with hosts in their RV or self-contained caravan. 

Introducing 
Harvest Inn
Harvest Inn connects self-contained RVers with 
winteries, farms & attractions.  

Our hosts are a mix of family businesses like 

wineries, farms and attractions. 

Our members search a location on the site, 

find a suitable host and request to stay 

overnight in their self-contained van or RV.

Our guests do not pay camp fees. Instead, 

they agree to purchase available goods and 

services from their host (e.g. a bottle of wine) 

via our terms of service.

Host benefits
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Harvest Inn ensures all 
members have 
comprehensive insurance
on all vehicles to protect
hosts. 
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In normal circumstances, each host will have 

extensive public liability in place and will just 

need a notation added to include overnight 

accommodations of 1 to 2 self-contained 

vans or RVs.

Public Liability
All Harvest Inn hosts must meet minimum 

standards to qualify as a host.

Host compliance

Appropriate ingress & egress

Level surface to support vehicle parking, 

free from overhanging limbs

Emergency evacuation plan

$20 Million Public Liability Insurance that 

extends to overnight accommodation 
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What insurance brokers will need to 
know about Harvest Inn

Our hosts are not caravan parks, they are simply providing clear space for 1 to 2 guests to park

All stays are overnight only

All member vans are fully self-contained, capturing grey and black water

Member vehicles are roadworthy and comprehensively insured

No outside cooking is permitted

There are no “hook ups” of power, water or sewerage provided

Hosts have complete control over who stays and who doesn’t

All members agree to terms of service and code of conduct (provided)

There is no direct turnover for the overnight stay, rather the guest will purchase goods or services

This experience is bespoke so only 1 to 2 vans will be on site per night 

Every host will provide emergency evacuation plans and policies to Harvest Inn, which will be 
sent to guests prior to arrival along with any special host conditions

As vehicles are self-contained, no amenities are offered outside of normal trading functions



Brokers ensure public liability insurance cover is extended to 
include the overnight stays as outlined.1

Next steps

For any additional information, please email 

verifiedhosts@harvestinn.com.au

Contact Harvest Inn
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A copy of the Certificate of Currency which states the 
extended cover is sent to Harvest Inn (details below).2

Harvest Inn will then upgrade the Host listing to the status of 
verified which makes them a preferred Host. 3
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